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Abstract
In this paper we show that to achieve capacity of a wireless network, the global
structure of the network should be considered. In other words, achieving capacity
on the sub-networks of a wireless network does not guarantee achieving capacity
globally. We illustrate this fact by some examples. Then we consider packet erasure
wireless networks with limited sets of operations allowed at each node. We pose
some interesting problems related to the optimal achievable rate of these networks
and provide partial answers to some of them.
1 Introduction
In network problems that involve routing, relays, multihop communication etc. a stan-
dard assumption is that each transmission is error-free. In other words, each link is
operated below (or at) its capacity to ensure error-free transfer of information. In addi-
tion to this, in a wireline network, a node can send out different signals on each outgoing
link and there is no interference among the various signals coming in to a node on dif-
ferent incoming links. In wireless networks, however, each node is forced to broadcast
the same message on each outgoing link and interference between the different signals
coming in at a node is (typically) unavoidable.
A type of max-flow min-cut theorem for general multiterminal networks is given in [1].
Using this theorem one can find different upper bounds for achievable rates in arbitrary
networks. But, as mentioned in [1], these bounds are not always tight even for simple
channels.
In the wireline setup, for a family of network problems known as multicast problems,
it has been shown that the max-flow min-cut upper bound can actually be achieved [2],
[3], [4]. In this problem the network consists of a source, destinations and relay nodes.
Each of the links between two nodes represents a memoryless channel with some known
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capacity. All channels are assumed to be independent. The goal is to convey all the
information from the source to each destination reliably.
The work of [2],[3] shows that by using channel coding on each link, so as to make
the links error-free, and by employing network coding at the nodes, the max-flow min-
cut upper bound is achievable. The authors further show that routing is not sufficient
to reach the max-flow min-cut capacity. They propose a linear coding scheme over the
network which permits nodes to send out different linear combinations of the incoming
data on each outgoing link. This idea is put into an algebraic framework in [4] and
applications of this framework appear in [4], [5].
Thus, for the multicast problem in wireline networks one can achieve the max-flow
min-cut capacity using linear network coding separated from and on top of the channel
coding performed for each link in the physical layer of the network. By using channel
coding and decoding on each link one can pose the problem on an error-free network
without losing performance; and by means of linear network coding one can achieve the
capacity.
In view of these results for wireline networks, one interesting and important question
that arises is whether the same approach gives satisfactory results for multicast over
wireless networks. We know that for the multicast problem over wireline networks making
each link error-free does not degrade the performance of the network. Therefore one can
decompose the network into smaller modules. The question is whether this is also true
for wireless networks.
As we will see in this paper, for wireless networks this approach is not optimal and
can cause severe degradation in the performance of the entire network. In other words,
for optimal operation of the network, its global structure should be considered and a
coding scheme for the entire network, rather than for each individual link is required.
This fact is noted in [6], [7] as well.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we provide some examples to
illustrate that viewing a wireless network as a composition of sub-networks and designing
them separately is not necessarily the best thing to do. In section 3, we introduce our
network model, which is a network of erasure channels with broadcast. We will also
specify the set of operations allowed at each node. To gain insight into this class of
networks, section 4 studies some further examples and derives their optimal rates and
policy. Section 5 poses some important questions and attempts to provide partial answers.
Section 6 is the conclusion.
2 Some Examples
In this section we consider two different for which decoding at intermediate nodes is not
always optimal. Some other examples can be found in [6].
2.1 Gaussian Relay Networks
The first network is a Gaussian parallel relay network consisting of 2 relay nodes and
one source-destination pair (See Fig.1.(a)). The relay nodes r1 and r2 are solely to aid
communication from source to destination. We assume that the noise power at each
receiver is σ2n and the transmit power at each node is p.
If one views the network as a broadcast channel cascaded with a multi-access channel
(in other words, if we assume that the relays decode their messages correctly and code
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Figure 1: (a) Graph representation of a relay network with 2 relay nodes, (b) Critical value
for erasure probability as a function of the number of nodes in the relay network.
them again and transmit) then the capacity of the network is bounded by the sum-rate
capacity of the broadcast channel. Since the Gaussian broadcast channel is degraded,
the sum-rate capacity is known and is equal to
Rd = log(1 + ρ)
where ρ
4
= p
σ2n
is the Signal to Noise ratio (SNR) and the subscript d in Rd implies that
Rd is the maximum rate achievable by decoding at relay nodes. Now consider another
strategy in which the relay nodes do not decode but only normalize their received signal
and transmit it to the destination. In this case the received signal at the destination is
y =
√
p
p+ σ2n
(2x+ n1 + n2) + n3
where x, y, n1, n2, n3 are the transmitted signal from the source, the received signal at
destination and the noises introduced at relay nodes and the destination respectively.
For this case the received signal is a scaled version of x added with Gaussian noise. The
maximum achievable rate, denoted by Rf , is
Rf = log(1 +
4p2
p+σ2n
σ2n +
2pσ2n
p+σ2n
)
By simplifying this equation and writing it in terms of ρ we have
Rf = log(1 +
4ρ2
3ρ+ 1
)
Comparing this to the achievable rate when the relay nodes “decode and re-encode”,
we can see ρ = 1 is a critical value in the sense that if ρ > 1 then we have superior
performance in the “forward”ing scheme. If ρ < 1, then we have better rate when
we “decode and re-encode” at relay nodes. If we increase the number of relay nodes
from 2 to n (thus increasing the number of paths from source to destination), it can be
easily checked that this critical value moves toward zero for Gaussian relay networks.
Therefore in the limit of n → ∞ it is always favorable to “forward”. This fact is also
true for Gaussian relay networks in the presence of fading. The work of [7] shows that for
fading Gaussian relay networks with n nodes, the asymptotic capacity achievable with
the “decode and re-encode” scheme scales like O(log log n) whereas with the “forward”
scheme it scales like O(log n). We should remark that decoding at one of the relay nodes
and forwarding at the other is always sub-optimal.
2.2 Erasure Relay Networks
In this example, we consider a relay network with two relay nodes and the same graph
representation as in Fig.1.(a). Assume that each of the links is now an erasure channel
with probability of erasure 0 < ² < 1 independent of other channels. Furthermore we
assume that the channel between the relay nodes and the receiver is a multiaccess channel
with no interference. The channel between the source and the relay nodes is assumed to
be a broadcast channel. As in the previous example we can assume that the relay node
can “decode and re-encode” or just “forward”. If the relay nodes choose to decode then
the capacity of the network is bounded by the sum-rate capacity of the erasure broadcast
channel. Since the erasure broadcast channel is degraded the maximum sum-rate is
known and is equal to
Rd = 1− ²
where Rd denotes the maximum achievable rate when relay nodes are decoding. If the
relay nodes just forward what they have received, the probability of erasure for the entire
network is the probability that in both paths from source to destination (each passing
through one relay node) at least one erasure occurs. Thus the maximum achievable rate,
denoted by Rf , is
Rf = 1− (1− (1− ²)2)2
It can be verified that for values of ² < 3−
√
5
2
it is better to “forward” rather than to
“decode and re-encode” at relay nodes. (We should again remark that decoding at one
of the relay nodes and forwarding at the other is always sub-optimal.)
As in the Gaussian relay networks we can see that if the quality of the links in the
network is better than some critical value, i.e. if ² < 3−
√
5
2
, it is better to “forward” rather
than do “decode and re-encode”. Also if we increase the number of relay nodes from 2
to n, it can be easily checked that this critical value becomes closer to one. Therefore in
the limit of n→∞ it is always favorable to “forward”. In Fig. 1.(b) we have plotted the
critical value of erasure probability, ²c(n) for different values of n. We observe from the
plot that ²c(n) is an increasing function of n with limiting value of one as n→∞.
2.2.1 Another Possibility: “Encode”
In the example above, we considered only two operations allowed at every node: “decode
and re-encode” and “forward”. If we assume that packets have headers (i.e. they are
numbered) and the overhead of numbering them is not significant, we can allow for
another operation, which we call “encode”. Using “encode” at relay nodes we can achieve
a capacity of 1−²2 for the erasure relay network in Fig.1.(a). To see this, suppose that we
have n(1− ²2) packets of data at the source to convey to the destination. We can encode
them to n packets using channel codes so that if the destination receives n(1−²2) of these
without erasure it can retrieve all the data. Sending the encoded packets through the
network, each of the relay nodes will receive n(1− ²) of the packets with high probability
(assuming n is large enough). Now since each packet has a header there is no need for
the relay nodes to send out an erasure packet for the erased packets. Moreover, since the
capacity of the channel between each of the relay nodes and the destination is 1− ², each
of the relay nodes can encode the n(1 − ²) packets they have received to n packets and
transmit it across the channel so that the destination can retrieve the n(1 − ²) packets
with arbitrarily small probability of error. Since the packets have headers the destination
knows which packets have been erased. Thus the communication between any relay node
and the destination becomes error-free with this encoding. Looking at the network now,
we have two parallel link from source to destination each with probability of erasure equal
to ². Thus the destination will receive n(1− ²2) of the packets transmitted by the source
with high probability. Using these, the destination can decode the message to arbitrary
accuracy.
These observations suggest that in order to design an efficient wireless network code
one cannot consider only its local structure the total structure of the network needs to
be taken into account.
3 Network Model
In wireless networks the medium is shared between all the users. There is no notion of a
“link” in a wireless network, but by specifying a protocol for communication between the
nodes, the network can be represented by a directed graph. All the outgoing edges from a
node carry the signal transmitted from that node. We assume that all the transmissions
are simultaneously done.
In this work we consider packet erasure networks for analysis. The reason for this
choice is that this model seems reasonable for analyzing packet switched networks over
wireless channels. Also, this problem seems to be more tractable than that of a wireless
network with Gaussian links.
For the reception at nodes, we assume that by using some division multiple access
scheme (for instance, CDMA, TDMA or FDMA) each node can receive all the incoming
signals without interference among them. Thus the network is wireless only in a broadcast
sense.
The possible operations at each node are restricted to the following three:
• “Forward”: In this case a node simply transmits the packets it has received (from
at least one of its incoming edges) and erasures in place of the other packets. In
other words, it “forwards” all that it receives.
• “Decode and re-encode”: In this case a node can decode the received packet
exactly and determine the message. Then it transmits the codeword corresponding
to the message using the same codebook as that of the source. In short, it transmits
exactly what the source transmitted. We should remark that performing “Decode
and re-encode” at a node introduces a constraint on the rate of communication
because we are assuming that the node can decode the message correctly. On the
other hand, when a node decodes it can be viewed as a copy of the source for all
its successor nodes.
• “Encode”: This operation is possible only if we assume that packets have headers
(numbers) and can be distinguished from each other. Suppose that a node v receives
a fraction of the total number of packets sent by the source. If this fraction is less
than the capacity of all the edges going out from v then v can encode its received
packets so that its immediate successors can retrieve those packets without error.
This is similar to the example in section 2.2.1. In other words, outgoing links from
v seem noise-free. We should remark that the immediate successors of v should first
decode the packets encoded by v and then perform one the possible operations.
Of course there are some limitations concerning this operation. If we assume that
packets have headers then part of the packet does not convey information and only
designates the header. As the number of packets increases we need more bits for
numbering the packets. Therefore we should assume that the size of packets is large
enough so that the header size is negligible. But as we saw in section 2 using this
scheme, one may improve the performance significantly.
3.1 Problem Statement
The network is represented by an acyclic directed graph (V,E) with one source-destination
pair (s = v0, d = vn+1). V = {v0, v1, v2, . . . , vn, vn+1} denotes the set of vertices and E
denotes the set of edges (links) in the network. Each edge is an ordered pair from V ×V .
Associated with edge (vi, vj) is the probability of erasure on that edge ²ij. A packet sent
from node vi is received correctly with probability 1 − ²ij. We further assume that the
erasure events are independent for all the edges and the links are memoryless. Therefore
every network is completely characterized by (V,E, {²ij}).
The problem is to find the optimal rate and the policy that results in the optimal rate.
Each policy is identified by D = (Dd, De), Dd, De ⊆ V −{s, d}, Dd ∩De = ∅. Dd is the
subset of relay nodes that performs the “decode and re-encode” operation and De is the
subset of relay nodes that performs “encode” operation. Nodes in V −{s, d}− (De∪Dd)
“forward” their data. A given policy D is admissible if the fraction of the packets that
each node v in De receives (in other words the rate of transmission of data to v) is less
than the capacity of any of its outgoing edges.
One solution to find the optimal rate and the optimal policy for a given network is
to search over all admissible policies and find the one with the best performance. The
complexity of this search is at least exponential in the number of nodes in the network.
An important problem is to propose an algorithm that finds the optimal rate in a more
efficient manner.
For simplicity, in the rest of this paper we address a more restricted version of the
above problem. We optimize the performance of the network over the policies in which
no node performs “encoding”, i.e. a node can only “forward” or “decode and re-encode”.
Since each of the relay nodes has two choices, the number of policies is 2|V |−2. It is clear
that in this case all 2|V |−2 policies are admissible. Therefore the rate is simply specified
through Dd. We refer to this as D in the rest of the paper.
3.2 Policy and Rate
For each v ∈ V let eD(v) denote the probability that v does not receive the data packet
under policy D. Clearly eD(v) is the probability that on every path from D ∪ {s} to
v there is at least one link on which erasure occurs. We can formalize this quantity
by assigning each link (vi, vj) in E an independent Bernoulli random variable bij where
Pr(bij = 0) = ²ij. This random variable is zero if erasure happens on link (vi, vj),
otherwise it is equal to one.
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Figure 2: Two examples of erasure networks (a) A network with four relay nodes (b) A
mutistage relay network with k stages
Consider a path from a node v′ ∈ {s} ∪ D to an arbitrary node v. Associate with
this path the Boolean expression formed by performing logical “AND” on all the bij’s
corresponding to the edges on that path. Therefore the connection between v′ and v
through that specific path is broken iff the Boolean expression corresponding to that
path is equal to zero. Only when the connection from every v′ ∈ {s} ∪D to v is broken
does v receive an erasure. Therefore
eD(v) = Pr{bv′i1 ∧ bi1i2 ∧ · · · ∧ bijv = 0| ∀ paths (v′, i1, . . . , ij, v) ; v′ ∈ D ∪ {s}}
= Pr{∪(v′,i1,...,ij ,v);v′∈D∪{s}(bv′i1 ∧ bi1i2 ∧ · · · ∧ bijv = 0)}
= Pr{∨(v′,i1,...,ij ,v);v′∈D∪{s}bv′i1 ∧ bi1i2 ∧ · · · ∧ bijv = 0}
where ∧ and ∨ denote the logical “AND” and “OR” respectively. Thus we know how to
find eD(v) for every node.
The maximum achievable rate for the network under policy D is denoted by RD. As
mentioned earlier, performing “decode and forward” at each node of set D introduces
some constraints on the maximum achievable rate of the network. Clearly, in order to
be able to decode the original message perfectly at some node v′, the rate of information
transmission should at most be equal to 1− eD(v′). Therefore the maximum achievable
rate is equal to
RD = 1−max{eD(v)|v ∈ {d} ∪D}
4 Some More Examples
4.1 A Network with Four Relays
Consider the network shown in Fig. 2.(a). In this network there are four relay nodes.
Erasure probabilities are shown on each link and are powers of ². We are interested in
the optimal rate and the corresponding policy for different values of ². One way to find
the maximum rate for different values of ² is by searching over all the 24 possible policies.
(Another more efficient algorithm will be proposed in section 5.)
Fig. 3.(a) shows the rate as a function of ². This plot is generated by exhaustive
search over all the possibilities. We find that there are five different policies for different
values of ². Policies D = ∅, D = {r1}, and D = {r1, r2, r3, r4} give the optimal rate for
intervals [0, 0.2325], [0.2325, 0.5785], [0.5785, 1] respectively.
4.2 Multi-stage Relay Network
In the second example consider a multi-stage relay network as depicted in Fig. 2.(b).
In this network there are k intermediate stages of relay nodes. l = (l1, . . . , lk) specifies
the number of relay nodes in different stages. As the figure indicates, any two adjacent
stages are fully connected. In our example we consider a network with 11 stages and
l = (4, 7, 6, 8, 8, 7, 6, 10, 4, 7, 5). We further assume that the probability of erasure on
each link is ².
Note that because of the symmetry among the nodes on the same stage, if one node
v in stage m decodes in the optimal policy, without loss of generality we can assume that
all the nodes in stage m decode as well. By searching over all the 211 policies, we have
found the optimal rate and the optimal policy for different values of ². (Another more
efficient algorithm is proposed in [8] that is linear in the number of layers rather than
exponential in the number of layers.) The optimal rate is plotted in Fig. 3.(b). As we see
there are two regions in the plot. In the linear region, the nodes in the first relay stage
should “decode and re-encode”. The operation of all the other stages does not change
the rate. Thus there is more than one policy that gives the optimal rate. In the nonlinear
region of the curve, nodes in stage 9 should always “decode and re-encode” and those in
stages 1 to 8 should “forward”.
5 Questions and Partial Answers
There are many important questions related to the wireless networks as modeled in this
paper. In this section we pose some of these questions and problems. Providing answers
to these questions is part of an independent work [8]. In this paper, we only state some
of these results as theorems without proof. For derivation and further details we refer
the reader to [8]. Consider an erasure network (V,E, {²ij}).
• Problem 1 Find simple upper and lower bounds for the capacity of the network
based on its structure. Also determine how tight these bounds are.
A type of max-flow min-cut upper bound can be found using the following definition.
Definition Given a network (V,E, {²ij}), a source/destination cut denoted by
[S, T ] is a partition of the nodes of the network into a source set S containing
source node s and a destination set T containing the destination node d. The value
of a source/destination cut, [S, T ], is defined to be the product of the probabilities
of erasures on the links corresponding to the edges from S to T . This value is
denoted by Valcut([S, T ]).
Theorem 1. Consider a wireless erasure network (V,E, {²ij}) with operations ”for-
ward” and ”decode and re-encode”, allowed at every node. The capacity of the net-
work, C, is always upper bounded by one minus the maximum value of all the cuts
in the network. i.e.,
C ≤ 1−max{Valcut([S, T ])|[S, T ]is a source/destination cut}
Corollary 1. For a given network (V,E, {²ij}) with ²ij = ²0 for all the links, the
capacity is bounded by
C ≤ 1− ²κ′(s,d)0
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Figure 3: Rate a function of ² for (a) the network with four relay nodes in section 4.1 and for
(b) multistage relay network with 11 stages in section 4.2
where, as defined in [9], κ′(s, d) is the minimum size of a source/destination cut
(or the size of a min-cut).
• Problem 2 Propose an efficient algorithm that finds the optimal rate and the
corresponding policy for a network.
As we saw in the previous section, for large networks exhaustive search is too time
consuming. The following theorem proposes an efficient algorithm for finding the
optimal rate when the nodes are restricted to the “forward” and “decode and re-
encode” operations.
Theorem 2. For any erasure wireless network (V,E, {²ij}) as modeled in section
3, the following algorithm gives the optimal rate and provides a policy to achieve
this rate.
1. Set D = ∅.
2. Find eD(v) for all v ∈ V .
3. D′
4
= argminv∈Q eD(v) Q = {v|v ∈ V − (D ∪ {s, d}), eD(v) ≤ 1−RD}
4. If D′ = ∅ go to step 6. Otherwise D = D ∪D′.
5. Go to step 2.
6. Dopt = D and Ropt = RD
In the remaining problems we assume that the probability of erasure on all the links is
equal, i.e. ²ij = ²0.
• Problem 3 The value of ²0 shows the quality of the links in the network. If ²0 is
close to 1, it indicates that, with high probability, erasures will occur. At the other
extreme, ² being near zero indicates that the links are reliable. It is interesting
to see how the optimal rate behaves in these two asymptotic cases (²0 → 0 and
²0 → 1) and determine what policy gives that optimal rate.
• Problem 4 As we see from the examples in the previous sections the policy that
gives the optimal rate is different for different values of ²0. Therefore there are some
critical values of ²0 at which the optimal policy changes. Characterization of these
critical values and the optimal policy for different intervals of ²0 is an interesting
problem.
There are also some more fundamental questions that are very much open.
• Problem 5We assume that by means of some division multi-access technique each
node receives each of the incoming signals perfectly without interference among
them. Coming up with some model for multi-access channels in erasure networks
that incorporates the interference yet is still amenable to analyses is of great inter-
est.
• Problem 6 The set of operations allowed at each node is limited in our model.
Therefore the optimal rate achieved may not necessarily be the capacity of the net-
work. Proving that the capacity is indeed the optimal rate achieved in our problem
or coming up with optimal operations at each node that achieve the capacity of the
network is an open problem.
6 Conclusion
In this paper we showed that the traditional ideas regarding the design of wired networks
cannot always be used in the wireless setting. By using some examples we showed
that designing the sub-networks of a wireless network optimally does not necessarily
imply good performance for the total network. For optimal operation of the network one
should look at its complete structure. Motivated by this, we considered a special class of
wireless networks, namely, erasure wireless networks for further analysis. We formalized
the problem and posed a number of interesting questions. Partial answers to some of
them were mentioned briefly.
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